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• 55 Cnc e:

• Super Earth on an 18 hour orbit about a Sun-

like star

• Demory et al. 2016 (D16):

• Found evidence for variability in eclipse depth 

using Spitzer Space Telescope data (Werner et 

al. 2004)

o Planet’s temperature varying in time

• Due to volcanic activity from tidal heating?

• Spitzer data:

• Plagued by systematic intrapixel effects that 

obscure eclipses 

• Results can be sensitive to method used to 

correct intrapixel effects

Introduction

Objective

• Other Spitzer decorrelation techniques relate flux 

variations to stellar image motion through an 

intermediate process (i.e. BLISS mapping [Stevenson et 

al. 2012], polynomial fits) 

• PLD utilizes the primary data (intensity of individual 

pixels) to  decorrelate photometry

• Taylor expansion for small fluctuations in 

image motion to relate changes in stellar 

brightness to changes in pixel intensities 

• Advantages of PLD:

• Sound analytic basis (Taylor expansion)

• Effective at removing red noise that frustrates 

other methods (see Ingalls et al. 2016)

• Computationally efficient (linear regression)

Analysis: Pixel-Level Decorrelation

• Can volcanism explain brightness temp. (TB) variation?

• Simple physical model: cooled volcanic ejecta at TB,min blocking out hot planetary surface at TB,max

• Are model TB’s consistent with surface and grain equilibrium temperatures?

Conclusions and Prospects for JWST
• Used PLD to decorrelate 8 eclipse observations of 55 Cnc e at 4.5μm taken with Spitzer in 2012 and 2013

• Conclude that the eclipses are variable, as found in D16
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Observations

• 8 secondary eclipse observations taken at 4.5μm 

• Observations use 0.02-s exposures and subarray mode

• Intrapixel effect (see Charbonneau et al. 2005, Mighell

et al. 2008)

• As star shifts on the detector (even by tenths of 

a pixel), flux variations of ~1% can arise due to 

the quantum efficiency of the pixels the stellar 

PRF is spread over

• Other systematics:

• Ramp effect at the start of observations

• Visit-long slope effects

Photometry (black) and PLD fit (red) vs. orbital phase 

for one of the eclipses.

Fig. 1 from Deming et al. 2015, showing how PLD solves for pixel 

coefficients, a visit-long ramp, and the eclipse event simultaneously 

to fit the photometry.

PLD eclipse depths versus time, with various fitted models overplotted. 
Planetary surface and volcanic ejecta equilibrium temperatures vs. 

albedo. Model TB’s overplotted..

Illustration of our physical variability model. A layer of volcanic 

ejecta at TB,min blocks out the planetary surface at TB,max.

Interpretations

Results
• Find correlation coefficient of 0.90 D16’s results

• Fitting with a flat line gives a Χ2 p-value of 8.3e-11

• Fit 5 different models to our eclipse depths versus time

• BIC rules out constant eclipse depth model

• Can’t differentiate between other 4 variability 

models

We confirm the variability found in 55 Cnc e’s eclipse 

depth by D16, but additional observations will be 

needed to constrain the variability timescale.

• Further observations will be needed to determine the timescale of variability 

• JWST

• Update PLD to work with JWST observations

• Self-consistent nature of PLD will allow us to quickly address hitherto unknown systematic effects in JWST data

• Eclipse/transit observations of 55 Cnc w/ DHS, MIRI MRS could better constrain presence of volcanic ejecta 

Model TB’s are consistent with dark planet with inefficient heat redistribution that outgasses reflective volcanic ejecta


